
     Annual Report 

Good afternoon one and all, on the behalf of Vibgyor world school fraternity  i extend  a heart full 

gratitude to everyone for being here . Today we have honorable Sh. B.S Thakur deputy director of 

education inspection wing Kullu, our special guest of honor Sh.  J. K.  Thakur ji (Principal retd school 

cadre )Hans Raj acharya  ji principal inspection wing , distinguished guests , presents      teachers, ladies 

and  gentleman and my dear students,  I would also like to welcome all the media persons here  from 

different groups . I would like to thank our chief guest  for  today ‘s function he has  spared his valuable 

time for us from  his extremely busy schedule. thanks a lot sir ‘ 

            This is a co-incidence when my both the favorite teachers are there in our school to bless we and 

to our students. Today all because of their inspiration and motivation, I am able and encouraged to 

impart quality education to my pupils. I remember how the terms like vibgyor and avogadros no were 

taught to us in a very easy and simple way. I am really very thankfull to you sir. 

The theme for this annual day is humanity .I don’t think that if we are not teaching human values to our  

students right from their primary stage we are not imparting real education to them. 

Today if we look in our surrounding the human values are declining day by day. There is a sequence of 

crime today prevalent  in the society which is a very serious matter .The moral education today should 

we made a compulsory subject unlike those of science, maths and eng etc. so as teachers,as parents and 

as responsible citizen of course is our first and foremost duty to inculcate the human values in the 

children . 

 let me now proceed with the annual report.This  school was started in the year 2016 with a mission to 

make each child into a whole some human being, how safely and unnoticed time flies one more year is 

added to the glorious sage of vibgyor world school.  D/P our school is one of the newest and yougest  of 

the other school in surrounding  and is trying to run and compete with elder ones. To start with we had 

137 students in our school and today the admission has reached 339, till class 8 . The school is 

progressing gradually in different spheres that could not be achieved without the support my teachers, 

parents and good management of course . 

D/P the school building and its infrastructure is growing year by year you might have noticed,   because 

this is the first and foremost task which leads to the stability in the teaching staff more inflow of 

admissions better co-ordination between the parents and school. In our school we have introduced the 

subjects library  from the 4th standard to enable the reading habits among our students. To bring out 

inherent talent of the students music and dance classes are also these in time table from 4th onwards. 

The year 2017 witnessed a leap in the progress of the school when one of our students Rijul Gautam of 

class 5 represented the school at NSO Delhi following the interaction with the scientists working at 

NASA. 

I would like to mention that Vibgyor World School right from its inception did not have an easy sailing 

but matters is that we have tried hard to emerge successfully and victoriously and every moment is 



memorable one. one thing I would like to bring in the notice of our chief guests that   90 percent of our 

students are from rural background despite of that students academics has improved a lot all because of 

the hard work of my teachers , the students here in our school are being given individual attention and if 

necessary the arrangment of extra classes  is also there so as to avoid the unnecessary expenses and    

burdens of the extra  tuition .The students here are being educated on a very  nominal fee and transport 

charges and I am particularly obliged to educate the ward of  the rural people here. the students are 

encourage for interaction in english  along with the hindi interaction .Every Saturday of the week is 

engaged for the co –curricular activityes like deferent games from different section ,debates 

,declamations, panting ,poster making ,paper reading, mental  maths  quiz ,science and social science 

quiz competition  etc. Students picnics and educational tours are organized in the month of September  

to give them the  exposure  of the outer world .Soon our students will have their basketball and 

volleyball track in our school  which is  the priority of the school management .  In hut shall I would like 

to say this school has established itself as a premier institution of learning providing quality education 

and I consider it my pound privillege to be part of this prestigeous  school  . 

At  last I would like to say for today’s function ,each member of vibgyor family has worked really hard to 

make it a grand success and the parents of each and every students have also co-operated a lost with us 

for this. At last but not the least vibgyorians  be not afraid of growing slowly  be afraid of blowing steel.  I 

am sure that all the  vibgyorians will work hard in their lives and make their school and parents proud .I 

have you will reach the zenith in of your potential and become wise and successful human being . 

My dear students unable to make yourself good human being and make this world ofcourse a better 

place than you find it today that will be the acid test of  your pirvillallaged education .At the end I would 

like to thank you all for daring me for so long time and I invite you to enjoy  the beautiful cultural 

programs our children has prepared for you . 

At last on the behalld of S. M. I wsth you all a very happy and prosprous  dushhera  and diwali In 

advance. May god bless you all   Jai Hind. 

                                                        


